
by Turner Wright, writing for Cointelegraph

Japanese Finance Minister Taro Aso suggested blockchain might be key in the

world’s battle against the coronavirus pandemic as the technology can be used

for contact tracing while ensuring privacy.

JAPAN’S FINANCE MINISTER: BLOCKCHAIN
CAN HELP IN FIGHT AGAINST COVID
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Network difficulty has surged to an all-time high amidst massive interest in

the crypto space. However, it also means retail miners, hobbyists, and small-

scale firms have to concede hashpower to the larger mining corporations, at

least until the next adjustment when difficulty pares down.

BITCOIN MINING REACHES ITS LARGEST
DIFFICULTY EVER, HERE’S WHAT IT MEANS

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

Nasdaq-listed Bitcoin (BTC) mining firm Riot Blockchain has announced a

new purchase of 5,100 Bitmain S19 Pro Antminers. The new miners will be

purchased for $11.2 million, and comes hot on the heels of a $17.5 million deal

for 8,000 S19 Pros that was inked with Bitmain on August 24.

RIOT BLOCKCHAIN BUYS 5,100 S19 PRO
ANTMINERS, AIMS FOR 1.66% OF HASHRATE

by Shaurya Malwa, writing
for Cryptoslate

Seattle-based Starbucks,

one of the biggest coffee

chains on the planet, is

deploying its

blockchain-based

tagging app across all

stores in America to

allow customers to trace

their purchase back to

farmers. Farmers can

similarly verify their

beans ended up in the

right place.

US COFFEE GIANT
STARBUCKS
TURNS TO
BLOCKCHAIN FOR
BEANS TRACKING

by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Cryptoslate
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by Daily Hodl Staff, writing for Daily Hodl

Thailand’s largest court body claims that it is the first government agency in

the world to transfer judicial records into a blockchain. As part of the

initiative, the country’s judicial arm is getting ready to train court officials on

how to use the system. Officials of the Office of the Courts of Justice will act

as the users and administrators of the platform.

THAI JUDICIAL SYSTEM PLANNING TO
MIGRATE RECORDS TO DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

by Siamak Masnavi, writing for Cryptoglobe

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) explained via a tutorial video what the

problems are with existing centralized payment solutions, what cryptocurrencies

are, what their pro and cons are, and how they could be the future of money.

IMF: CRYPTOCURRENCIES ‘COULD BE THE
NEXT STEP IN THE EVOLUTION OF MONEY’

by Marie Huillet, writing
for Cointelegraph

Beijing’s municipal

government has

ambitious plan for smart

city infrastructure based

on the Huawei Cloud

Blockchain.

HUAWEI AND
BEIJING JOINTLY
DEVELOP
MUNICIPAL
BLOCKCHAIN
DIRECTORY

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

The Central bank of Brazil — or Banco Central do Brazil — is laying the

groundwork for a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) with an official

statement revealing it has already formed a dedicated group to study the crypto

industry. The team consists of 12 members in an intergovernmental group that

will assess how the CBDC could fit with the national payments ecosystem and

what its impact could be on the economy and the society.

BRAZIL’S CENTRAL BANK EXAMINES
THE BENEFITS OF A CBDC
by Felipe Erazo, writing for Cointelegraph

Saifedean Ammous tells

Unchained podcast how

crypto assets and

blockchain will change

the financial world.

Listen to the episode of

Why Bitcoin Now here.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD

by Anna Baydakova, writing for Coindesk

Russian communications giant Rostelecom has finally published details about

its blockchain-based voting system that will be deployed for by-elections in

September.

RUSSIA’S NEW BLOCKCHAIN ELECTIONS
REMAIN CENTRALIZED
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